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Abstract:

Hasan Manzar has depicted the condition of various social

institutions through the canvas of a hospital in his novel

"Waba". He has portrayed human psyche and human

behaviors beautifully in this novel. A great analogy can be

found between this novel and modern era's "Waba" of

Corona virus (Covid-19. The novelist coined his personal

experiences on the literary pages using the metaphor of

"Waba" and portrayed Pakistan and the global scenario in

an epochal and universal perspective with the help of his

witty observation. Basically, this novel of Hasan Manzar

portrays all facets of human way of life including

psychological, social, ideological, economic, emotional and

logical aspects.
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1. Smallpox is an acute contagious disease caused by variola virus. It was one of the

world's most devastating diseases known to humanity. It was declared eradicted in

1980 following a global immunization campaign by WHO.

2. Diphtheria is a serious bacterial infection that usually affects the mucous membrane of

nose and Throat.

3. Convulsion is a medical condition where body muscles contract and relax rapidly and

repeatedly, resulting in uncontrolled actions of body.

4. Rabies is a viral disease that cause inflammation of the brain in humans and other

mammals. It spread to people from the saliva of infected animals.

 
 

 
 
 




